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Abst ract - -Th is  paper deals with some integrals involving the generalized exponential integral, 
Et,(x), which are of interest for applications. New relations have been derived by generalizing known 
expressions valid for v = n integer. Numerical results are also given, which extend existing tables to 
the entire real domain. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The exponential-integral of real order, Eu(x), defined as follows [1]: 
jfl °° E~(z) = e-tXt-~dt, z > 0, ~ E R, (1) 
frequently arises in many fields of physics and engineering (see [1] for a physical account). In 
particular, we have to point out its connection with the molecular integrals of quantum chemistry 
and its applications to the treatment of angular asymmetries in fluidodynamics and transport 
theory, where the generalized exponential-integral is applied, for instance, to the solution of 
Milne's integral equations. 
Equation (1) is a generalization f the usual exponential integral 
jr1 °° En(x)= e-t't-ndt, x>0,  n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (2) 
to which one can extend many mathematical properties valid for the E,(x) (see [1] and [2] for 
an overview). 
In particular, we mention the recurrence 
= e -= - (3 )  
the special values 
and the differential formula 
1 
E (0) = 1' > 1, (4) 
oo, - c~<v< 1, 
dz" E~(x) = (-1)mE~_m(z). (5) 
In addition to the above function, Ev(z), whose numerical evaluation has been recently inves- 
tigated in [3-6], some related integrals frequently occur in many fields of applied sciences. In 
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particular, a table of integrals involving Ev(z), in addition to those presented in [1, Appendix A], 
may represent useful results for applications to radiative transfer in atmospheres, to neutron 
transport in reactor physics and quantum-chemistry p oblems. Moreover, these integrals play an 
important role in the theory of nuclear eactions, for instance, in the evaluation of the energy 
spectra of prompt neutrons emitted in spontaneous and induced fission reactions [7], when the 
naive assumption of a constant compound-nucleus cross section results inadequate and its energy 
dependence has to be taken into account [8]. 
Therefore, in this work we present a collection of integrals and transforms of E~(x), which are 
almost all original, to our knowledge, and are essentially obtained by generalizing known results 
valid for En(x) [9,10]. More precisely, we present he Laplace transform Ra{Ev(x)} in Section 2 
and selected integrals of E,,(x) in Section 3. Moreover, Section 4 is concerned with the moments 
of E~(z), relevant, as an example, to the energy moments of the prompt-neutron distribution in 
fission processes, while Section 5 reports a table of related integrals of practical utility. 
2. LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF GENERAL IZED EXPONENTIAL  INTEGRALS 
We consider the Laplace transform of Ev(x), defined as follows 
/0 /0 i Ra{Ev(x)} - a e-""E~,(x)dx = a dx dt t-~'e -(t+")~. (6) 
According to Milgram's paper ([1, Equation A.la]), in the case ]a] < 1, one obtains: 
¢o 
a,(Ev(~)} = - ~ (-a)-+_....__~ ~ e R, I,:,1 < 1. (T) 
V-Fn  ' 
n~-0 
If a > -1,  it is possible to interchange the order of integration in (6) and get the following 
result [9]: 
fo., R,{Ev(z)} = a ~ e-C'+')~dx = a t"(a + t) '  a > -1. (8) 
Making use of the simple identity: 
1 1(1 1)  
t(t---I-a) ='a t t~a  ' (9) 
there results a recurrence relation for the Laplace transform of E~(x): 
1 1 Ra{Ev+l(Z)} = - - - R,{Ev(z)}, v _> I, a > -1,  (10) 
V a 
which extends the result for v -- n integer [9, p. 71]. 
Equation (10) can also be obtained by transforming both members of recurrence (3). More- 
over, in addition to Equation (7), it is easy to derive the following expression for Ra{Ev(x)}, 
v=m+a,  mEN0,0_~a< 1: 
m-1 ,~-1 (_a)~ + a ~-" J(J + a)-  
R.{E~Cz)} = - In(1 + a) + - k +-"'-~ ' 
(11) 
Lk=1 i=' 
-1<a__1 ,  
which, for v integer, reduces to the result of [9]. In particular, R,{EI(x)} = in(1 + a). Equa- 
tion (11) can be obtained as follows. Putting v = m + a into Equation (7), one gets 
o , _° , .  
Ra(Ev(x)} = a E - - - ~-~- ,  laI < I, (12) 
n=0 n -t- m -}- ~ . - -  j - -m 
where j = m + n. 
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Furthermore, considering that [11]: 
In(1 + a) ~ (-a)'/ 
j=t 3 
- l<a<l ,  (is) 
and making use of this expression in Equation (12), it results that: 
(_a)i + V .  ( Ra{Eu(x)} = - - - ]  + In( l+ a) + 
j~-I j----1 j-~l j + a ' 
- -1<a_<1.  
( I4)  
At this point, after introducing in the first series of Equation (14), the identity 
1 1 a 
a+j -  j j ( j+a) '  (15) 
one can easily recover Equation (11). 
In addition to Equation (11), the following relation holds: 
oo 
Ra{Em+o(z)} = Ra{Sm(z)} + (_aTm-, .E  j ( j  + a) '  
2 mm 
- l<a<_ l ,  mEhl0, 0Sa<l ,  
(16) 
which can he derived considering the expressions for R,{Em+o(z)} and for Ra{E,~(z)}, given by 
Equation (11), and taking into account Equation (15). 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the expression (11) is a result more suitable for com- 
putational purposes than Equation (7). In fact, the relevant series in Equation (11) converges 
faster than the series in Equation (7) and, furthermore, it is absolutely convergent since the 
corresponding absolute-value s ries is raised by the Abel series ¢(1) = ~'~°=1 ( /k ~) = lr~/6 
[9, p. 262; II, p. 547]. 
Figures la and lb show the behaviour of Ra{Eu(z)}, considered as a function of both a and 
v. Moreover, tables of Ro{Eu(z)}, for selected values of a and v integer, are reported in [9, 
Appendix II]. Our calculations agree with this latter, when v = n, n = 1(1)6, within seven 
significant digits (see [9]) and extend the previous results to the real domain, as shown in Figure 1. 
Numerical tables are available on request from the authors, as well as the relevant FORTRAN 
routine. 
3. GENERALIZATION OF CHANDRASEKHAR'S INTEGRALS 
First, we consider the integral functions, Gv,r(r), expressed in terms of the exponential integral 
as follows: 
G,.r(r) = E,(t)Er(t) dr, (v, r) > 1, (17) 
and, analogously, the function G~.r(r), which reads as follows: 
-- E . (0E , ( , - - t )d t  = 0 ' , " )  > I. (18) 
Equations (17) and (18) are a generalization of Chandrasekhar's functions a.,m(r) and 
a'.,,m(r), with (n, m) E N0, respectively [I0], which are the moments of the functions X(p) and 
Y(p), needed--for instance---in the problem of diffuse reflections and transmission of radiation 
by an atmosphere. 
It must be outlined that both G~,r(r) and G~,,(r) are symmetrical in the indices v and r. 
Moreover, likewise to the result found in [9] for (v, r) E No, the integrals G~,~(oo) = Jr,, can 
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Figure la. Three-dimeasional plot of Laplace transform of the generalized exponen- 
tlal-inteEral function Ev(x} ~n the ranges l < u < 6 and 0 < a _< 5. The mitfimum 
(ma.xJmtun) value in the plot is Ra{EL,(x)} = 0.019(1,607). 
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Figure lb.  Three-dimeaslonal plot of Laplace traasform of the generalized exponen- 
tial-integral function Eu(x) in the ranges I < u < 2 and 0 < a < 1. The nfinimum 
(maximum) value in the plot is Ra{E~(x)} = 0.036(0,686). 
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be reduced to the Laplace transforms of Ev(x)  and E~(x) by extending to the case (v,r) E R, 
(v, r) > 1, a method due to Busbridge [9]. 
In fact, starting from Equation (3) and taking into account Equation (5), one gets: 
d 
(r - 1)E~(t) = e- '  + t -~ E,(t) ,  (19) 
and an analogous expression holds by changing r with v. 
By multiplication of Equation (19) by E. ( t )  and the corresponding one for v by E~(t), then 
adding them up, one obtains: 
d [t E~(t)EL,(t)] (r + v - 1) E~(t) E~(I) = e- '[E~(t) + Ev(0] + ~ (20) 
By integration of formula (20) over the domain (0, c~), after inserting the values (4) and 
considering that E.( t  7 ". e - t / t  as t ---. oo (see [2]), the following result is attained in the case 
(v, r) > 1: 
( r+v-  1) gr,v = Rl{Er(t)} + ~{E,,(t)},  (21) 
where RI{Ej(x)}, according to Equations (7) and (11) respectively, reads as: 
~-~ (-I)" 
~]{Es(~)) = (s + ,17' 
n~O 
m-I ( -1  
R i lEy (x )}=( -1)  m-I Iu (2 )+Z k+ 
k=l  [  ,ll 
= ( -11  " - I  In(2) + ~. 
k=l 
)k (-1)~ 1 -- --t- oc '~  
a k=l k~$~) J  
)~ oo (_l)k 
- - + "  Z k(k +. )  
k=m 
(22) 
(23) 
which extends the known result for v integer [9, p. 258]. In Equation (23), the expression (15) 
has been taken into account. 
Furthermore, one can also derive Rt{E~(x)} from the following formulation, which has been 
obtained taking into account Equations (7) and (13), thus getting the result 
~(-a) "  ~( -a ) "  ln( l+a) S°{Ev(x)} =.  ~.¥;  
n=0 n=l  
° Z 
= - - In(1 + a) -  ( -a )  n v 1 -a  
v .=~ v) + ' 
- l<a_<l ,  
(24) 
which, for a = 1, yields the important relation: 
oo ( -1)"  
1 _ ~n(2) - ~,~ ,(;T;,). ~l{Ev(x)} = ; .:1 (257 
Finally, a closed-form expression for integrals Jt,,n has been worked out by Milgram [1] in 
terms of the polygamma function, ~1/° (m/2) and @0 ((m + 17/2 ). 
In Figure 2, a three-dimensional p ot of the Jv.r integral, obtained from Equation (21), is 
presented which clearly shows symmetry with respect o the indices. 
We have generalized to the real case the existing calculations for J,,m, n ,m E NI, which are 
listed in [9, Appendix II]; our results for v and r integer are in complete agreement with them 
within the quoted accuracy. 
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional plot of the Jr,s integral versus indices r and s. 
4. MOMENTS AND "POLYNOMIAL MOMENTS" 
First, we consider a significant integral of exponential integral En(x) ,  i.e., the "moment" of 
order "a" of the above function, defined as follows: 
/? I 2= t "E . ( t )d t -F , , (a+l ) ,  nEN, aeR +, (26) 
where F(s)  is the Mellin transform [12], closely linked with Fourier and Laplace transforms, which 
may be applied to the study of harmonic problems in two dimensions, to topics in the theory of 
elasticity, etc. 
Considering that 
ff f0 ta Eo( t ) dt = t~- ]e - tdt  = r(a), a > O, (27) 
there results the following expression: 
/ ~o r(a + t) - - ,  n~N,  aeR +, (28) I2 = t"E,~(t)dt - a + n 
where use has been made of the relation: 
£ 12 = [(a+ 1) (a+2) . . . (a+n) ]  -1 t"+nEo(t)dt. (29) 
This result, Equation (28), holds also for non-integer values of n, with n 6 R as shown in [1] as 
a special case of a general formula expressed in terms of Meyer's G-function [13]. More precisely, 
the Mellin transform of Ev(z) is given by 
r(a) (30) 
,%(a) = (~ _ 1 + ~)" 
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Other integrals of interest are the "polynomial moments" of Ev(t), which can be easily derived 
from Equation (29). In particular, the "Laguerre moment" of order n is: 
An, 'v = Lg(l)E~(t)dt 
= C .v+ m, rn=O 
n•N,  v•R +, a >-1 ,  
(31) 
where Lg(x) = ~"],n=o" £, na x m, n • N, x • R + , a > - 1 is the generalized Laguerre polynomial of 
order n, defined explicitly as follows [14, pp. 240-241]: 
L,~(z) = ~.. eZa: -'~ (e-~:x '~+") 
=~(_1  m n 
n /n! '  m=0 
a>- l ,  n•N,  z•R  +. 
(32) 
By inserting Equation (32) into (31), one obtains for the "generalized Laguerre polynomial 
moment" of E~(z), the following expression: 
h=.~ __ ~(_ l )m (2  +~)  1 , n•N,  v•R +, a>- l .  (33) 
m=O - -  V + m 
As a special case of formula (33), for the usual Laguerre polynomial L,(z) = L°(z), the following 
result is immediately attained: 
o ( ) n 1 
E , n•N,  v•R +, (34) A°'V-A'~= (-1)m n-m v+m 
rn=0 
while another simple form arises for L~"(x) = (-z)'~/n!: 
A~..,~ ( -1)  r' 
- (n+v) '  n•N,  v•R +, (35) 
as follows from its definition and formula (31). 
Moreover, it is a simple matter to evaluate the "Hermite polynomial moment" of Ev(z), by 
means of the relations between Laguerre and Hermite polynomials, H,(x) [14]: 
H2n(x) = (-1)" 22'* n! L~ 1/2 (z2), 
H~n+l(X) = (-1)" 22n+l n! z Lln/2 (x2), nENI, zER.  
(36) 
Then the following results are easily obtained for the"Hermite moment" of order n, H~, so 
defined: 
~0 °° 
H~ = H,(t) E~(t)dt, hEN,  v E R +, 
H~, = (-1)" 2" n! L~ 1/2 (t ~') E~(t)dt 
" (n-i/2](m+i).~ 
= ( -  1)" 2-'" .! ~ ( -1 ) "  \ .  _ m / 
rn----O 
H~n+l --- 
(v + 2m)' 
( .+  1/2 (m+l)m+ 1 1 
(-1)" 22"+z n! (-1)m \ n - m / (v+ 2rn + 1)' 
m=0 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
where (P)n = P(P + 1)... (p + n - 1) is Pochhammer's symbol. 
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5. A SHORT TABLE OF INTEGRALS 
While for the usual exponential-integral function an extensive valuable compilation of integrals 
can be found in [15] and other particular esults are listed, for instance, in [9,10,14,16-18], as for 
the generalized exponential-integral, Milgram has derived useful formulae in the form of definite 
integrals from Meyer's G-function representation adopted in his paper [1]. Some other integrals 
can be found in [18, pp. 662-664]. 
In this section, we recall some of his results, in addition to some other integrals derived for the 
first time, to our knowledge, starting from known expressions for u = n integer. Analogously, a
few indefinite integrals of Ev(x) are new and reported hereafter. In the following, Greek letters 
will denote, as usual, real variables, and [w] the truncated part of w. 
5.1 Indefinite integrals 
m I tm- t  
tmE~(at + ~3)dr = rn!~-~ (m-  t)! " a t+l E,+e+l(at + 3), 
t=0 
f Eu(at + 3) fEu_ l (a t+#)  t -~E~(at+~)dt -  (.i _ 1)t,_! a (~-T-~'4--r dt, 
[v]- l at 
eJ:=E"(ax+b)dx= Z k-7-~ ek~: Eu- l (ax+b) 
t=O 
(a)[U] f ekXEa(ax+b)dx, u=[u]+a,  + -~ 
m E N. (40) 
7> 1. (41) 
5.2 Definite integrals 
0<a<l .  
(42) 
o °~ t~ e-'~' E~(.dt) dt - 
o°°(t +/3)-"-1E,,(xt) dt = 
fO CO , ') tl-~(t + #)--E~(.rt) dt = 
1 ~-~F(I+').- I -g) (~)  ¢ 1 
/3,+~ r¢ l  + e) - . + 7 + g' lal _< I#1. 
t=0 
l x 
u,3-- 7 e; E,,(/3x), u ¢ O, ,d > O. 
x-T-ST_ e. F( '2-u) E~_~(,dx), u~2,3 , . . . ;#>0.  
o ~ cos(at) E~(/3t)dt = 
fo ~ sin(at) E,(/3t) dt= 
1 _a  1 
e=o " + 2c' lal _< IZl. 
a Z ( a 1 la[<l,dl" 
/3 ~=o u+2t+l '  - 
o ~ t'" E~( at + #) dt - 
fo °~ e-et E,,(t) dt= 
m ! 
E~+,,,+z(.3), m E N. a,,+l 
H-  t )l ( - i  i 
Z L.l+-----Vu-£ - 1 
t=O 
+ - fo e-ktE°(l)dt' " = [H + a,  0~a<l .  
fo ~: ekt E~,(.St) dt = 
t=O 
1] 
u- f -1  
. = [v] + a,  0<_a<l .  
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(5o) 
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